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uilts tell stories

Quilt Pattern #3

The creation of a patchwork
tells of love, loss, friendship and
new beginnings. And the act
of piecing together scraps of cloth
creates something that is both
practical and precious, that will
preserve the memories of a lifetime.

cassandra.ellis
Precious . Practical . Personal

START HERE
Before you do anything, think about fabric which isn’t really a hardship if you want to make a quilt!

M

y love of quilts started with historical quilts. I was really drawn to those that seemed randomly pieced
with mixtures of fabrics, rather than those that were a little rigidly controlled.Sample book
quilts or the quilts of Gee’s Bend were always uplifting and Indian kantha quilts always provided inspiring
colour combinations.
These quilts let the maker show who they were, both from
the fabrics they chose and how they put them together. This
style and ethos is still my favourite. This is the kind of quilt
where you can really build your confidence as well as incorporating fabrics and colours that you adore. Go on – open
those fabric cupboards and pull out your favourite old clothes.
This design is based on Korean Pojagi quilts. The
pattern seems random, but it’s not really – there are
just lots of different-size pieces so that you can accommodate both little pieces of cloth and large ones.
The quilt is divided into three different sections, so
you can make one, two or all three sections. The fullsize quilt is for a double or king size bed; two sections
would make a great throw for the end of the bed, while
one section would form a lovely blanket for the sofa.
Read through the instructions carefully and have a good
look at the illustration before you begin.Making a quilt
is really logical and simple, but I know it can seem overwhelming at first. So, don’t rush, take your time and enjoy the process. I have made this particular quilt using
around ten different fabrics. You could use two (or one if

you were really minimalist) or a hundred if you wanted to.
It’s time to gather up your special fabrics together and
decide on what you would like to use and in which order you
want to use them.
See what fabric you have in your stash or use the design
illustration as your starting point to go shopping. You can
even mix old and new if you feel like it.
Find combinations that are pleasing to you. Each piece
could be a unique fabric, or you might prefer to repeat
fabrics throughout the quilt - it’s up to you. There are
varying sizes in this design, so your precious embroideries
can be balanced with larger, simpler pieces.
If you do have some special small pieces – make sure
you plan their placement first. If it helps, trace over the
illustration and use colouring pencils to plan each fabric
placement.
My version of this quilt is made up of a largish selection
of neutral plains and small prints, in a mixture of Liberty
cottons and Indian khadi prints and plains. You can use
just plains, all prints or a mixture – it’s up to you.
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Quilt #3
210cm x 210cm
Perfect for a double or king-sized bed.
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See Cutting Your Fabric for cutting guides.
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SIZES, FABRIC & OTHER MATERIALS
QUILT SIZE: 210w x 210cm - perfect for a double or king sized bed.
All seam allowances are 1cm and are already built in to your cutting sizes.
For the Quilt Top
You will need approximately 5 ½ - 6m of fabric. The
amount you need depends on what fabric or clothing you
are using for this quilt.You might be mixing your husband’s
old shirts with lovely vintage florals, or you might have
gone mad in the Liberty fabric sale. Or simply, you might
be emptying out a little of your fabric stash.
The longest piece you need to cut is 82cm, so just make
sure you have some fabric this width or length.

For the Quilt Backing
You will need approximately 5.5m. The finished size
should be 230cm x 230cm, so you can also use fabric
leftovers to make the backing, a sheet or any other
robust cotton, as well as fabric from a bolt of cloth.

For the Binding
Approximately half a metre. You can use fabric scraps from
the quilt top if you have excess left over, or use this as an
opportunity to introduce a new fabric.

Other materials
Wadding – wadding of your choice 230cm x 230cm
Sewing thread – 100% cotton all-purpose thread is best,
in a neutral colour.
Quilting thread – 100 % cotton quilting thread in a colour
of your choice.
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CUTTING YOUR FABRIC
There are two ways to approach this quilt, it depends on how
confident you are when visualizing fabric combinations.
If you’re not confident, don’t be alarmed, it’s hard to do for a first quilt and as these pieces are quite large,
it’s better to be safe than to cut your fabric incorrectly. The first way to build the quilt is do it one section at a time
i.e. plan and cut section 1, 2 or 3 – just concentrate on that section and the blocks within it. Once you’ve cut and
pieced this, then you can move on to the next one.The second way is to cut the quilt in one go – you’ll have to make
more decisions initially, but you’ll have slightly more control over the overall flow of the quilt. You’ll also need to have
a space big enough to lay the whole quilt down.Either way, you will sew the quilt section by section, block by block.
Make sure you have enough space to lay everything out Using the diagram on page 3 as a guide, cut the following:
– use a bed, the floor or a wall to pin everything on – all
work well.
Section 1:
From your pile of fabrics, start placing pieces next to each Block A – cut pieces A1 – A9 arranging them in the order
other to get combinations that you like. Follow the illustration, of the illustration. You can cut them in any order, but it’s
then cut the pieces to the required size.
really important to lay them out in the correct order. This
gives you a chance to change fabrics as you go rather than
ending up with two pieces of the same fabric next to each
TOP TIP
other! Once you have completed cutting block A, pencil
the piece number on the back of each piece and stack in a
You can pencil mark the piece number on the back of each
little pile.
cut piece – this definitely prevents loss and/or confusion!
Repeat this step for Block B & C and put all three stacks aside.
For section 1, you have three blocks to cut A, B and C.
But you don’t have to start at A1. I often choose and cut
the largest pieces first to make sure that I have big enough
pieces available. Don’t forget to maximize those small
precious pieces too.

Section 2:
Cut Block D, E, F & G exactly the same as section 1, cutting
and placing pieces block by block. Put all four stacks aside.
Section 3:
Cut Block H, I & J exactly the same as Sections 1 and 2,
cutting and placing pieces block by block. Put all three
stacks aside.
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SEWING YOUR QUILT TOP
Now you’re ready to start sewing. Give yourself plenty of space to
work, take your time and enjoy seeing your quilt top come together.
When you have cut a section or the whole quilt, you can
start sewing it together. When sewing each block together,
you are just trying to build blocks so that you are only sewing
straight lines and not around or into corners!
So, starting with Section 1, Block A. Remember – just
follow the illustration. Pull out your pile for Block A – you
don’t have to lay it out, just keep your illustration beside
you for reference.

Sewing your quilt backing
Your quilt backing needs to be a minimum of 230cm x
230cm. You may have fabric or lovely old cotton sheet
that is already that size. If not, join together your
choice of fabric until you have a backing the right size.
Press all the seams and trim away any excess threads.
Your quilt backing is now complete!

Pin A1 to A2 right sides facing. Sew and press the seams.
Then add A3 to this - pin right sides facing, sew and press.
You’ve completed a ‘block within a block’. Pin A4 to A5
right sides facing, sew and press. By looking at the
illustration, you can see that you would then join these
two blocks together, and then add A6 and A7 to this
larger block. Simply add A8 in the same manner to complete Block A.
Once you’ve got the hang of this method, it’s a satisfyingly speedy quilt to sew.
Once you have finished Block A, continue on to Blocks
B and C. When you have completed all three blocks,
simply sew them together along the long edges. There
are a couple of points in the quilt where seam lines do
match up between blocks, so make sure you match and
pin before you sew. Press the seams and Section 1 is complete.
Repeat for Section 2 and 3.
When you have finished all three sections, pin Section 1 to
Section 2 right sides facing, and sew together. Pin Section
3 to Section 2 in the same manner and then sew together.
Press all seams and trim away any excess sewing thread.
Your quilt top is finished!

BUILDING & FINISHING
YOUR QUILT
Free Download
Well done - you’re ready to build your quilt using your
top, wadding and backing.
You’ll find full instructions to download on my website that
will show you how do this, explain different quilting methods
and explain how to bind your quilt. You can download the
instructions at ZZZFDVVDQGUDHOOLVFRXNÀQLVKLQJ
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